YOU WANT

Beautiful, flexible, functional desktop software.
The freedom to use, share, and modify your software.
Full control over your data and privacy.
All this and more is done by KDE.

AND HELP

as a supporting member

KDE e.V. is the non-profit organization which represents and supports the KDE community.

One of KDE e.V.'s many tasks is to help distribute donations to support activities:

Developer sprints
Developer sprints bring together contributors for focused work on specific topics moving forward KDE as a whole.

TO MAKE IT HAPPEN

Akademy
Once a year several hundred community members meet at Akademy to present their work, plan future projects, build community, and get work done.

Conferences and trade shows
KDE e.V. helps local teams to represent KDE at trade shows and sends people to key conferences to spread the word about KDE.

Infrastructure
KDE e.V. provides technical and organizational infrastructure to the community, such as the KDE servers.

Legal representation
KDE e.V. offers to manage copyrights on KDE software and owns the KDE trademarks. It supports members in legal questions around creation and usage of KDE software.